The Hopelessness of Drug Prohibition

Judge James P. Gray (Ret.)

INTRODUCTION

I am a former “drug warrior.” Although I may not have given it too much critical thought, during my time of service in the U.S. Navy JAG Corps and as a federal prosecutor in the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Los Angeles, I believed that people using and possessing illicit drugs rightfully should be in jail. In fact, I was probably raised just like you were, which was to equate cocaine and heroin with prison.

But then I was appointed as a trial court judge in Orange County, California by Governor Deukmejian at the end of 1983. Once on the bench my views slowly began to change. I began to realize that we were not doing anything positive for low-level drug offenders except churning them through the system—at great financial and human expense. I also began to realize that when we arrested drug sellers it really did not make any difference in the overall availability of drugs, because other drug dealers or potential drug dealers simply treated the situation as a new job opportunity.

If I can trace my change of thinking back to any particular epiphany, it was when I was presiding over a felony preliminary hearing calendar and was taking a plea and delivering a sentence that another judge had agreed upon for a juvenile who was being tried and sentenced as an adult. This seventeen-year-old hoodlum was pleading guilty to the offenses of assaulting and raping prostitutes and then robbing them of their money. The sentence he would be receiving, when giving him credit for some
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jail time he had already served, resulted in him being released from custody in less than two weeks.

So I listened while the young defendant provided a “factual basis” to show that he was guilty of the offenses, made sure he understood his constitutional rights and desired to waive them, and then gave him the agreed-upon sentence. All during this time he was quite respectful, of course, as most defendants are before a sentence is pronounced. But once the matter was concluded and as he was being led back into the holding cell, he gave out a “war whoop” because he was so pleased with the outcome.

At that moment I realized the truth, which is that we are spending so much of our public resources on cases involving non-violent drug offenders that we do not have enough left to effectively pursue other righteous cases like assaults, rapes, robberies, murders, and frauds. In other words, the “tougher” we get on drug crimes, literally the “softer” we get in the prosecution of everything else.

That conclusion was subsequently reinforced when I read of an investigation by the Los Angeles Times, which disclosed that only about forty-seven percent of all homicides between the years 1990-1994 were even prosecuted, compared with about eighty percent in the late 1960s.1 Why was that? The answer is that we were too busy prosecuting non-violent drug offenders. So, as I began to open my eyes further to these realities, I decided to share my conclusions with as many people as I could.

As a result, on April 8, 1992, I did something quite unusual for a sitting judge. I took a half-day vacation, held a press conference in the plaza behind our courthouse, and recommended that we legalize drugs.2 The press conference was successful in getting my opinions out to the public, and I have been actively involved in publicly discussing this critical issue ever since that time. In fact, the writing of this article is simply a continuation of that effort.

I. DISTINCTIONS

Most sophisticated people understand that life can be complicated, and that it is filled with distinctions. But, to our
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great detriment, for the most part neither our community nor our
governments have understood, recognized, or even discussed
some critically important distinctions regarding the important
area of drug policy. This section discusses five of those
distinctions, which are as follows:

A. What is a Drug?
B. Drug Harm as Opposed to Drug Money Harm
C. The Difference between Drug Use, Misuse, Abuse, and Addiction
D. Holding People Accountable for their Actions, Instead of What they Put into their Bodies, and
E. Being Managers of Problems, Instead of Moralists

A. What is a Drug?

Aspirin and penicillin are drugs, but those are not what we are discussing here. For these purposes I suggest that we are discussing mind-altering and sometimes-addicting substances.

What are some of these substances? Heroin, cocaine and methamphetamines quickly come to mind. There are also other natural substances like mushrooms, peyote, and other hallucinogens, plus chemical substances like LSD, PCP, ecstasy, and various designer drugs, which also fit the description. Marijuana is also often included on that list, but some people argue that it is not physiologically addicting. But is that all? No, and here is another place where our nation’s drug policy has broken down. Other highly available mind-altering and sometimes-addicting substances must also be included in our policy, such as alcohol, nicotine, and even caffeine.

I use alcohol and caffeine, and so do most other adults I know, and lots of people smoke cigarettes. So why should those substances be included in our National Drug Control Policy? I understand that they are not used as often as the others just to “separate from reality,” and I am certainly not saying that we should make them illegal. But just because these drugs are legal does not mean that they cannot also produce many of the same harms as illegal drugs.

Of course, if our societal goal were to protect people from the greatest killer drug of all in this area that the user could take, then we would make tobacco illegal. Every year more than 400,000 people die in our country because they use tobacco.  

his lasting credit, C. Everett Koop, the U.S. Surgeon General under President Ronald Reagan, was the first person successfully to spread the alarm about the harms of using tobacco. He used that figure to explain the extent of the danger, but found that it did not have much of an impact. Instead he analogized it to be the same as if two jumbo jets filled with passengers were to crash and burn every day, killing everyone aboard. That is the number of people that die each year in our country because they use tobacco.\(^4\)

So why not make cigarettes illegal? Simply because that act would bring in the “Al Capones” and other gangsters who would quickly satisfy the demand for cigarettes, along with all of the accompanying violence, corruption, and lack of respect for the law. Fortunately, we all seem to realize that this would not be an effective “remedy,” and that it would also make criminals almost overnight out of the millions of people who are addicted to cigarettes who would continue to use them.

To the contrary, our approach to tobacco usage has been a remarkable success story. Our efforts at honest education have resulted in the material decrease of tobacco usage, and by regulating the locations in which people can smoke we have significantly reduced the irritation and harms of “second-hand smoke” to non-smokers.\(^5\) Probably no laws of prohibition could have ever obtained these positive results.

The second biggest killer of the users of mind-altering and sometimes-addicting drugs is alcohol. Approximately 75,000 people in our country die every year because they use this substance. They die from things like cirrhosis of the liver, alcohol hepatitis, and kidney failure.\(^6\) Of course, we tried to reduce those numbers by making alcohol illegal with the passage
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of the Eighteenth Amendment, which went into effect in January of 1920. But, after an initial decrease in alcohol usage, by the time Alcohol Prohibition was finally repealed with the passage of the Twenty-first Amendment in 1933, alcohol usage had returned to its initial rate.

Of course, during Alcohol Prohibition we also saw a significant increase in crime, violence, corruption, disrespect for the law, and death from poisoned liquor (the “bathtub gin” problem). In addition, we also observed firsthand the “Cardinal Rule of Prohibition,” which is “always to push the sale of the stronger stuff.” To explain, if bootleggers face the same criminal justice sanctions for selling a barrel of beer as they would for selling a barrel of whiskey, which will they sell? The answer to that question is easy. They will sell the whiskey because they can make about three to four times more money by selling the stronger stuff. That same reality exists just as strongly today, thus drug dealers push cocaine and methamphetamines upon our children, who often would prefer only to smoke marijuana or take ecstasy at dance parties.

But why should caffeine be a part of our nation’s drug policy? Is caffeine a “good drug” or a “bad drug?” Actually, caffeine is a stimulant to the central nervous system that in massive dosages can be lethal. Caffeine can increase alertness and reduce fine motor skills. It can cause insomnia, headaches, nervousness, and dizziness. It can also constrict blood vessels, relax air passages to improve breathing, and allow some muscles to contract more easily. In other words, caffeine is just a “thing,” and it can have both harmful as well as beneficial effects.

So shouldn’t the effects of caffeine on adults be studied and disseminated? As an example, are you aware that the name for Coca-Cola was not a coincidence? Cocaine was an ingredient in that product from 1886–1900. Of course, the cocaine probably had nothing to do with the flavor or the formula; it was likely only added to cause people to become addicted to the product so the manufacturer would be able to sell more Coca-Colas. But
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when people eventually discovered what was in it, they were so upset that the manufacturers took it out. And what did they replace it with? Caffeine, which was probably added for exactly the same reasons as was the cocaine.

What are the effects of caffeine upon pregnant women, or upon children, whose bodies are developing? Today, caffeine in soft drinks is aggressively marketed to young children. Can that be harmful to them? Mostly we do not know because our nation's drug policy has not promoted research or disseminated information in that area.

And what about the hypocrisy today as seen in our actions between “good” drugs as opposed to “bad” drugs? Our children see their parents decry the usage of drugs on the one hand, and then do not hesitate to give their teenage daughter a valium to calm her down when the “boy of her dreams” asks some other young lady to the prom. They also watch their parents have a couple of stiff drinks to “unwind” when they come home from work. And they see how President Bill Clinton’s comments (with a wink) that he smoked marijuana but he “didn’t inhale” have turned into a lasting national joke. In addition, they see former Vice President Al Gore as being opposed to the use of marijuana even for medical purposes, yet as being considered to have smoked marijuana regularly when he was a young newspaper reporter in the early 1970s. They even hear of allegations that former President George W. Bush himself used cocaine when he was younger, a discussion that he deflects by saying that the past is the past. Of course that did not stop Mr. Bush, when he was the Governor of Texas, from signing a 1997 bill that required anyone possessing a gram or more of cocaine, even for the first time, to serve a minimum of 180 days in jail. On the other hand, President Barack Obama openly admitted in one of his books that he used marijuana and cocaine when he was in high school and college. Yet there was no general outcry that this has made him incapable of being our nation’s president because of those acts, even though hundreds of thousands of people in our
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country have been imprisoned for the identical conduct. As a result of all of this hypocrisy, how can people be surprised when our children do not take us or our laws in this area seriously?

A material change in our nation’s drug policy would be a material change away from hypocrisy.

B. Drug Harm as Opposed to Drug Money Harm

The reality is that our attempts to rid our world of illicit drugs have indisputably failed. In other words, these drugs, dangerous as they can be, are here to stay. We should not be surprised at that fact because there has never been a civilization in the history of mankind that has not had some form of mind-altering and sometimes-addicting drugs to use, misuse, abuse, and get addicted to.

In many ways, we couldn’t make these drugs more available if we tried. For example, several years ago Charles Manson was transferred from Corcoran State Prison in California to another facility because he was found to be selling illicit drugs from his prison cell.20 How can this happen? The answer is that there is so much money to be made by smuggling drugs into prisons that lots of people, including prison guards, simply cannot resist the temptation of selling or smuggling small amounts of drugs for large amounts of money.21 So, if we cannot keep these drugs out of our prisons—and we cannot—what makes us think we can keep them off the streets of any of our towns or cities?

Without a doubt, these drugs can be dangerous. Never once have I heard of anyone saying or even implying that being a heroin addict is a good thing. But our great country is actually facing two problems in this area. One is “drug harm,” and that is certainly a substantial problem. But the other is “drug money harm.” I am convinced that if reasonable people would simply use their own experiences and observations to reflect upon this matter, they would be as convinced as I am that drug money harms are far more costly in every way than the drug harms ever could be.

All neutral studies in the last 100 years that have been undertaken either by government commissions or by private foundations in Great Britain, Canada, and the United States have reached that same conclusion. They all generally recommend that we go away from the criminal justice approach

and adopt what they usually call “drug decriminalization,” because of all of the benefits that would accrue from that change. The studies expressly make this recommendation “even if that approach would result in increased drug usage.”

Over the years, I have sentenced several burglars who, at the time of sentencing, told me variations of the following: “Your Honor, three months ago I realized that I was a cocaine addict with a $200-per-day habit. So I went to a drug treatment facility and asked for some help. They had me fill out a bunch of forms, and then they told me to come back in six months, because they didn’t have the money.” Do you realize how much of our property a burglar would have to steal to support a $200-per-day habit? Since a “fence” for the property will only give someone about ten percent of its value, those burglars have to steal about $2,000-per-day just to support their habits!

Of course, we will not spend the $2,000-$3,000-per-year for outpatient drug treatment that might help them (and significantly reduce crime along the way), but we will spend the $25,000-$30,000-per-year to put them in jail or prison without hesitation. As a result of this shortsighted approach, the United States leads the world in the incarceration of its people—both in sheer numbers and per capita. We have less than five percent of the world’s population, but we have almost a quarter of its prisoners. As of the year 2007, the United States had 2.3 million people behind bars. China, which has four times our population, is in a distant second place with 1.6 million prisoners—although this does not include hundreds of thousands of “political activists” who are in “detention.”

That means that we have 751 people behind bars for every 100,000 population (if you count only adults, 1,000 for every 100,000 population). Russia, with 627 for every 100,000 population, is the only major industrialized nation that comes anywhere close to us. England’s rate is 151; Germany’s is 88; Japan’s is only 63. These statistics have led James Q. Whitman, who is a specialist in comparative law at Yale, to write, “Far from serving as a model for the world, contemporary America is viewed with horror.”
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In almost every way this situation and these numbers are the result of drug money harm, not drug harm. Because illicit drugs are so expensive, many drug users and particularly addicts are forced to commit crimes in order to get money to purchase the drugs. This results in many house and vehicle burglaries, check offenses, robberies at automatic teller machines, and, certainly, prostitution. It also directly results in the violence by illicit drug dealers to “protect their fiefdoms” from other dealers, or to “convince” their drug-using customers to get the money to pay past debts for their expensive purchases.

To address this reality in economic terms, criminalizing a product necessarily reduces the supply, which then substantially increases the price. That, in turn, makes it more lucrative for people to risk even large criminal justice sanctions to sell the prohibited product. This directly results in increased crime both because the users must obtain the increased amount of money to purchase the product, and because the illegal dealers must use violence and threats of violence to protect their market from other dealers. So all of this harmful activity is pre-ordained, and all of our efforts to repeal the Law of Supply and Demand are destined to be unsuccessful. Yet we still express surprise at the results!

Actually, none of these drugs are expensive to grow, manufacture, package, or distribute. Marijuana is not called a “weed” for nothing—it will grow anywhere. And, contrary to the attempts of the DEA to persuade us to the contrary, the opium poppy used to make heroin does not need a “mountainous” climate to grow and flourish. For years this beautiful flower was grown by the National Park Service in Thomas Jefferson’s home in Monticello, until the DEA ordered its removal.26 If the poppies will grow in Virginia, they would grow virtually anywhere.

The rise in our prison population is also the natural result of the growth of bureaucracies. Once a bureaucracy is in place, its natural inclination is to grow and to justify its own existence. Among other things, that takes the form of increasing arrests of non-violent marijuana users. For example, an annual FBI report that was released at the end of 2007 showed that marijuana arrests have climbed in each of the last four years.27 In the year 2006, there actually were 829,627 state and local arrests for marijuana, and a full eighty-nine percent of those were only for
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possession, not the sale or manufacture. That means that there was one marijuana arrest in our country every thirty-eight seconds!

So the question must be asked, just because some people make a stupid mistake and use, or even get themselves addicted to, one of these drugs, why should I suffer? Why must I put bars on my windows and see my insurance rates go up simply because drug users are trying to get the unnecessarily high amount of money to buy their drugs? Why must families of non-violent drug users be split apart and in many cases put on welfare because their breadwinner is imprisoned for the non-violent possession or usage of illicit drugs? And why must my taxes go up appreciably to support this entire failed enterprise? There must be a better way, and there is.

An honest discussion of this issue is not at all complete without addressing and acknowledging the drug money harm our country has directly inflicted upon the people of the developing world because of our own appetite for illicit drugs. The ultimate irony is that we could “bulldoze” the entire country of Colombia—and even take Peru and Ecuador with it—and those acts would not make the slightest difference in our nation’s drug problems. That is because if the demand is here, the demand will be met.

If the demand is not met by Colombia, Peru, and Ecuador, it will be met by Nigeria, Thailand, and Afghanistan. Or even by California, where marijuana is the state’s largest cash crop! And as for concerns about violence and other serious harms resulting from our drug policy, in many nations like Colombia and Mexico the drug dealers often outspend and even outgun the police. This directly results in some honest police officers being assassinated, and others giving in to economic coercion and joining forces with the drug dealers. In addition to bloody battles and even running firefights between the police and the drug gangs, right-wing paramilitary fighters have been organized in an effort to fight against left-wing organizations that are supporting themselves with drug monies. So, now there are almost full-scale wars between those groups, accompanied by extortion, mass killings, and even suicide bombings. Then the
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There are even many truly harmful consequences of our drug policy that we never could have anticipated. For example, some fathers who raise opium poppies in Afghanistan lose their crops as a result of our country’s eradication efforts, and most of them have already borrowed money from the drug dealers in reliance upon their eventual sale. So they are increasingly being forced to sell their young daughters to the drug dealers to pay their debts. Afghans disparagingly call these young girls “loan brides,” because the fathers give them to the drug dealers as the only way they have to pay their debts.\footnote{Sami Yousafzai & Ron Moreau, \textit{The Opium Brides of Afghanistan}, \textsc{Newsweek}, Apr. 7, 2008, at 38.}

Of course, we have also had our fair share of drug money harm. I even have a personal story about this. When I was first appointed as a judge, I took the seat of a fairly young man who, for reasons still unknown to me, decided that he no longer wanted to be a judge and resigned. Eight years later, former Judge Alan A. Plaia was convicted in federal court in Hawaii for conspiracy to distribute 220 pounds of cocaine.\footnote{Susan Seager, \textit{Ex-Judge Admits Drug Conspiracy}, L.A. \textsc{Daily J.}, Dec. 23, 1991, Part 1:2.}

I have no reason to believe former Judge Plaia was a bad man; I believe he was simply overcome by the allure of the big and easy money to be made by the sale of illicit drugs, and he is not at all alone. Many people from all walks of life in our country have been convicted of drug money offenses, including twenty-six members of the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Office who were convicted for skimming drug money they had seized. That not only included the officers out in the field, but also the desk sergeant back at headquarters.\footnote{See \textsc{Gray}, \textit{supra} note 20, at 74.} And without much difficulty we all can find stories in our newspapers virtually every day about similar convictions of people like police commissioners and chiefs of police, judges, mayors, former Justice Department lawyers, FBI agents, border guards, military personnel, airline employees,
immigration inspectors, criminal prosecutors, and even a Roman Catholic priest.\textsuperscript{35}

A related problem is the material increase in the criminal acts of juvenile gangs throughout our country, which are exacerbated by the fact that the sales of illicit drugs provide the funding for most of the gangs. Not only that, but many of the more sophisticated gangs have begun to extort their drug customers in management positions in government offices, car dealerships, mortgage companies, and others, to provide them with access to credit and other personal information of their customers to use for identity theft offenses. As a result of all of this, many young people join the gangs expressly so that they can “be a part of the action.” So, once again our drug policy is affirmatively fueling anti-social and criminal conduct. None of these problems are caused by the drugs themselves, they are all caused by the drug money!

Another serious problem was often presented to me while I was on the Abused and Neglected Children’s Calendar in Juvenile Court. There would be, for example, a single mother of two children who made a big mistake—she hooked up with the wrong boyfriend. This man would be selling drugs, and the mother would know it, but that is the way the table was set. Then one day, the drug dealer would tell the mother that if she would take a package across town and give it to “Charlie,” he would pay her $500. She would basically know that the package contained narcotics, but it would pay half her month’s rent and she needed the money. So she would do it, and then get arrested, convicted, and sentenced to about five years in prison. And to be honest, a sentence of five years for transporting four or five ounces of cocaine in today’s system is not an unreasonable sentence.

But when the mother is sent to prison, what happens to her children? Well, when the mother is confined she has legally abandoned her children. As a result, that case would come to me on the Abused and Neglected Children’s calendar. So now I would have in my courtroom the young mother in a jail jumpsuit and handcuffs. And I would tell her the truth, which is that she would not be a functional part of her children’s lives for the next five years—and she would start to get tears in her eyes at the realization. Then I would tell her the blunt reality that unless she either had a close personal friend or family member who was both willing and able to take custody of her children, her children
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would probably be adopted by somebody else by the time she was released from prison.

And then the mother would break down completely—wouldn’t you? Unfortunately, if that is not enough to get an emotional response from you, I can break you down as a taxpayer. In this example, taxpayers will be spending upwards of $5,000 per month to keep each of these children in a group home until they can be adopted, plus about $25,000 for a year to keep their mother in prison. That means that for the first year, we as taxpayers will be spending about $60,000 per child, times two children, plus the mother’s incarceration, for a total cost of about $145,000 to separate a mother from her children! And guess who gets to enforce that program? I do. But I do not have to do so quietly—that is one reason I am writing this article.

So far, we have not even discussed other serious and additional unintended consequences that we have suffered as a direct result of our nation’s failed policy of Drug Prohibition. For example, we have lost more of our civil liberties as a result of this policy than anything in our history. In a book I wrote on the failures of Drug Prohibition, I arbitrarily selected 1971, which was the year I graduated from USC Law School, as a cut-off date. Then, by citing only drug cases decided by the United States Supreme Court, I demonstrated how we have lost many of our Fourth Amendment rights, as well as many of our rights under the First, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments solely because of Drug Prohibition. In a similar fashion we have lost our civil and procedural rights to the government because of asset forfeiture laws in drug cases. And why is no one spreading the alarm? When we lose our precious liberties to the government, we almost never get them back. And all of this has happened because of drug money.

Another consequence of the failure of our national drug policy is seen when people who are suffering from serious pain are unable to obtain sufficient pain relief medication from their doctors. Today there are literally thousands of people in our country who are unnecessarily in great, yet treatable pain. This is because the DEA is looking over the shoulders of medical doctors with the express intent of prosecuting any of them who “over-prescribe” addicting pain medication. This rightfully has doctors so paranoid that many of them are actually under-prescribing painkillers to people who need them.

See Gray, supra note 20, at 95–123.
I refer to this as the “Rush Limbaugh problem.” To be honest, I would figuratively love to put this bombastic fellow in jail for lots of reasons, but this is not one of them. If Mr. Limbaugh actually has severe back pain, why should he have to allegedly acquire pain medication illegally in order for him to alleviate it? All because of our nation’s drug policy. You may not be personally aware of this problem yet, but you or least your parents probably will be in the future. Similarly, due to Drug Prohibition, our country’s medical community was virtually forced to stop all research into the physiological reasons for drug addiction and its treatment. As a result, we are only now beginning to discover some promising pharmaceutical treatments for chemical addiction.

But the most far-reaching and ironical unintended consequence is the drug money damage that our current drug policy is doing to our children. When it comes down to it, most people are at least somewhat aware of some of the problems discussed above and realize that what we are doing is not working. But they are willing to continue with the same failed policy, “for all of its defects,” in order to keep these dangerous drugs away from our children. However, this policy directly puts our children in harm’s way for each of two important reasons.

First, it is actually easier for our young people to obtain marijuana or any other illicit drug, if they want to, than it is for them to get a six-pack of beer. That is what high school and college-age students under the age of twenty-one tell me, and they will tell you the same thing if you ask them. You might say that no one would want to get your thirteen-year-old daughter hooked on cocaine, but you would be wrong. They do want to get her hooked, so that they can make money from her.

Today, no one provides a free sample of Budweiser beer on a high school campus, because they will face real trouble if they were to do such a thing. But free samples of marijuana, ecstasy and other illicit drugs are made available to our children all the time, even on their school campuses. This brings me to one of the big secrets that our society must learn before we will begin to make progress in this entire area: Prohibition Never Works as Well as Regulation and Control. The reality is that when we prohibit a substance, we give up all of our ability to control it. And when this is done, we concede the entire market to the
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control of illicit drug dealers—and they do not ask children for identification.

Second, an adult drug seller can convince a fourteen- or fifteen-year-old boy, or girl, to take a substantial amount of risk almost anywhere for $50 in cash. As a result, drug dealers routinely have as large a supply of these children as they want to act as look-outs, “go-fers,” couriers, or anything else. Then, as soon as the child’s reliability is established, the drug dealer trusts him or her to sell small amounts of drugs so that the drug dealer makes more money, and the child makes more money. Naturally the child sells the drugs to his or her twelve-, thirteen-, and fourteen-year-old peers, thus recruiting more children to a lifestyle of drug usage and drug selling. I saw this frequently in Juvenile Court, and this is all directly caused by drug money.

At the end of the day we simply must question ourselves about what our nation’s drug policy is doing. Has incarcerating all of these people really made any difference in the availability of the drugs to adults or even to children? Will the potential ruining of the lives of about ninety-five young people who were arrested in April of 2008 at San Diego State University for selling drugs on campus make any positive difference in the availability or use of any of these drugs on that campus, or anywhere else? Are we in better shape today because we have lost many of our constitutional rights because of our War on Drugs? Are narcotics less available to illicit users because medical doctors under-treat the severe pain of thousands of chronic sufferers? Do we really want to increase the power of organized groups of juvenile and adult criminals here and all around the country? Are there better ways of addressing these critically important issues? And will these other policies better protect our children from the perils and dangers of these mind-altering and sometimes-addicting drugs? I think that if you see what is really happening in the world your answers will be the same as mine.

C. The Differences Among Drug Use, Misuse, Abuse, and Addiction

When it comes down to it, different situations with different people should give rise to different societal responses. Our present policy basically preaches that all illicit drugs are equally dangerous, all use is “bad,” and all such drug use should be prohibited. The same approach is taken for adults in the

workplace regarding drug testing. In supporting that approach, the Commission on Organized Crime’s report in 1986 stated that “a person can no more tolerate a little recreational drug use than he or she can tolerate a little recreational smallpox.”\(^{39}\) This is a naïve and even silly thing to say.

When I talk about these issues publicly, I often acknowledge that most days after work I go home and take a mind-altering and sometimes-addicting substance—I have a glass of wine with dinner. Sometimes I have two. That is to say that I use this mind-altering and sometimes-addicting substance. I also confess that on a few occasions when I was younger I misused alcohol to the extent that I got sick to my stomach and the next day had a hangover. But, I am really careful not to drive after drinking alcohol, and I have never assaulted anyone while under the influence (or at any other time).

If my “drug of choice” were different, and I were brought into the criminal justice system, I would clearly be labeled as a drug addict that needs treatment because I use this substance almost every day. Many people do the same thing. I believe I am not a problem user and do not need any alcohol treatment whatsoever, but if that were my only hope of escaping a criminal conviction for my drug usage, I would be first in line to sign up. This, of course, would be a waste of public resources.

Otherwise, if people were to go home after work and drink ten martinis and then go to sleep, that certainly would not be a healthy thing to do. In fact, that would be an abuse of the drug of alcohol. And if those people continued that alcohol abuse, even in the face of serious negative consequences in their lives, those people would be considered to be addicted to alcohol. But none of those situations would or should expose them to criminal prosecution unless their actions exposed other people to harm. Then they would be problem users who should be prosecuted. Society can try to help the non-problem substance abusers to be healthier by trying to educate them about the danger of this conduct, and also by making drug treatment available upon demand. But otherwise we will be forced to leave them to their own poor decisions.

The same thing is true concerning other mind-altering and sometimes-dangerous drugs. Different conditions for different people require different responses. The secret is that the drugs do not have to be illegal to hold people accountable for their actions and to coerce the problem users into treatment.
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D. Holding People Accountable for their Actions Instead of What They Put Into Their Bodies

In 1913, Congress looked at the reality of drug use and abuse in our country, and saw that about 1.3 percent of our population was addicted to narcotic drugs. So, “in its wisdom,” it passed the Harrison Narcotic Act, which began taking us down the road to Drug Prohibition. Then in the early 1970s during the Nixon Administration, Congress again observed that about 1.3 percent of our population was drug addicted, so it tightened up our laws and began to pursue Drug Prohibition in earnest. Now, after spending more than a trillion dollars on this program, we still notice that about 1.3 percent of our population is drug addicted.40

This information will, or at least should, tell us that no matter how tough we are on this issue, until medical science can develop a better way to deal with the problem, about 1.3 percent of our population will always be addicted to these sometimes-dangerous drugs. We can prosecute heavily and send thousands of drug-addicted people to jail or we can ease back on our prosecutions, and we will still have about a flat-line 1.3 percent of our population addicted to these drugs.

Thus, we should hold people accountable for their actions, and not for what they put into their bodies. Not only is that consistent with my Libertarian philosophy, it actually works. In our society, if one person harms another person, the criminal justice system is well equipped to respond. The victim will call the offense to the attention of the authorities, and will cooperate in the crime’s investigation and prosecution. But if a willing drug dealer sells an illicit drug to a willing buyer, no one will come forward or even cooperate in the investigation or prosecution of the offense. This forces the criminal justice system to take extraordinary measures to detect, prosecute, and convict any of these people. These measures include surreptitious activities like undercover “sting” operations, wire taps, often unsavory arrangements with paid informants, and encouraging defendants who have already been charged with offenses to “snitch” on other people. Not only are these prosecutions more difficult, they are also much more labor intensive, expensive, unreliable, and physically dangerous for everyone involved.

To put this issue in a different perspective, it makes as much sense to me to put that gifted actor Robert Downey, Jr. in jail for

his heroin addiction (and he certainly seems to have one), as it would have to put Betty Ford in jail for her alcohol addiction. Nevertheless, if Robert Downey Jr., Betty Ford, or anyone were to drive a motor vehicle impaired by any of these drugs, or do anything else to put other people’s safety into jeopardy, bring them to court. If they are problem users we can then coerce them into drug treatment. Otherwise, what they have is a medical problem. It makes much more sense to me to have medical problems addressed by medical professionals rather than by police officers.

The Supreme Court has actually acknowledged this distinction in 1962 in Robinson v. California. In that case, Mr. Robinson had been convicted of a California statute that made it a criminal offense to be addicted to the use of narcotics. But Justice Potter Stewart, in writing for the majority, said that making the status of narcotic addiction a criminal offense for which an offender could be prosecuted before he reformed, and, upon conviction required that he be imprisoned for at least ninety days, inflicted a “cruel and unusual punishment” upon him.42

Unfortunately, over four dissenting opinions, Robinson was ignored in Powell v. Texas, which affirmed a conviction for public drunkenness to alcohol.43 Justice Abe Fortas in dissent cited the holding of Robinson and said that “even one day in prison would be a cruel and unusual punishment for the ‘crime’ of having a common cold.”44 And Justice Fortas was right; Robinson’s precedent has been basically forgotten ever since.

Fortunately, under Sundance v. Municipal Court, people in California still cannot be prosecuted for being addicted to alcohol.45 The California Supreme Court supported the trial court findings of Judge Harry Hupp that if people are unable to stop drinking despite the negative effects it has upon their health and general well being, then ‘the penal system “has no positive effect” in deterring or treating them.”46 Therefore, they could not be arrested unless they would be screened and evaluated by a

---

44 Id. at 566–67 (Fortas, J., dissenting).
46 Id. at 88 (quoting the trial court’s finding).
person who was trained to recognize their medical problems, and their condition monitored at least every hour.\textsuperscript{47}

As a trial judge overseeing the prosecution of people addicted to a number of mind-altering and sometimes-addicting drugs other than alcohol, I wonder why the court system, at least in California under the \textit{Sundance} precedent, has not reached similar findings regarding those other drug-addicted people as well.

E. Being Managers of Problems Instead of Moralists

Within the last few decades, most of the countries in Western Europe have taken a different approach to the nagging and difficult problems resulting from the presence of mind-altering and sometimes-addicting drugs in their communities. The people in these countries almost universally do not condone drug misuse or abuse any more than we do, but they have adopted the more sophisticated understanding that these drugs, dangerous as they can be, are here to stay. So they have decided to be managers of the problems, instead of simply moralizing about them as a matter of “chemical chastity,” or hoping to incarcerate their way out of them.

Those countries are doing far better with their efforts than we are. In my view, we can learn from their experiences and more sophisticated approach, and we should change our policies accordingly. The next section will set forth several of their approaches.

II. OPTIONS TO OUR PRESENT POLICY OF DRUG PROHIBITION

A. More and More of What Has Been Proven Not to Work

The option we have selected for ourselves for the years since the Nixon Administration severely increased our punitive approach to drug use and abuse\textsuperscript{48} has been to utilize more and more of what has been proven not to work. The core of this approach has been to respond to the ineffectiveness of increasing penalties for drug offenses by simply increasing them further.

This approach has not only been employed with jail and prison sentences, but we have also taken away the driver’s licenses of juveniles convicted of drug offenses, even though no

\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 87–88 (citing the trial court’s opinion).

driving was alleged to have been involved in the offense. In addition, educational funding benefits have been stripped from students who have been convicted of drug offenses. We also force unknowing parents and grandparents out of government-subsidized housing if their residing children or grandchildren are convicted of selling or even using illicit drugs. Interestingly, when the daughters of Governor Jeb Bush of Florida were believed to have had problems with addicting drugs, he publicly requested privacy and drug treatment to deal with this family emergency. I certainly sympathize with his situation and agree with his request. But if the same laws had been equally enforced, he should have been excluded from his government housing. But this is yet another example of the “if we have problems with drugs, we need treatment; but if it is them, they need jail” way of thinking. Many people around our country see the entire War on Drugs as being racist both in design and in application. I do not agree with these views, but, unfortunately, this situation gives them ample evidence to support their theories.

The circumstances have deteriorated this far primarily because we have developed a “prison-industrial complex” that centers its existence around the perpetuation of the so-called War on Drugs. Drug Prohibition is a multi-billion dollar-a-year business, and many people both in government and in the private sector have an enormous vested interest in its perpetuation. In effect, they have become addicted to the drug war funding. That is not to say that this is true of everyone in these areas, but it is certainly something to keep in mind when listening to their rhetoric.

B. Needle-Exchange Programs

Needle-Exchange Programs are quite straightforward. An adult exchanges a dirty hypodermic needle and syringe for a clean one. No money changes hands and no questions are asked. That is it. All of the neutral studies show that these programs do

52 Maureen Norton-Hawk, Social Class, Drugs, Gender and the Limitations of the Law: Contrasting the Elite Prostitute with the Street Prostitute, in 29 STUDIES IN LAW, POLITICS & SOCIETY 129, 124 (Austin Sarat & Patricia Ewick eds., 2003).
not increase drug use or abuse, and they do not decrease it either—they are neutral in that regard. But they do decrease the incidence of AIDS, hepatitis, and other blood-borne diseases by about fifty percent.\textsuperscript{53} AIDS is the largest cause of death for twenty-five to forty-four year-olds in our country, and the biggest group within those that die are drug users who use needles, as well as their sexual partners and their newborn babies who derive it from the users.\textsuperscript{54}

Nevertheless, even though the Centers for Disease Control, Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences, National Commission on AIDS, the General Accounting Office, and the American Medical Association have all agreed that governments should support needle-exchange programs,\textsuperscript{55} the federal government continues to decline to fund them.\textsuperscript{56} In fact, under section 11364 of the Health and Safety Code, it is still illegal in California to possess a hypodermic needle and syringe without it being obtained from an “authorized source,” which generally means from a medical doctor’s prescription.\textsuperscript{57} And nowhere in the law are doctors authorized to prescribe needles for illicit drug addicts. This means that it is often much easier for drug-addicted people to find their drugs than it is a clean needle. So, not only does our policy of Drug Prohibition exacerbate the health problems in this area, it actually attacks programs that can reduce them.

Holland has used these programs to reduce the percentage of illegal drug-injecting people who have the AIDS virus down to about four percent with their needle-exchange and similar “harm reduction” programs. In fact, in order to reach the largest number of people, they have made their programs “user friendly” by placing needle-exchange machines in many local police stations.\textsuperscript{58} This makes a great deal of sense since these locations


\textsuperscript{54} Lurie, supra note 53, at 380.


\textsuperscript{56} At the time of this article, the House of Representatives had introduced a bill that would lift the ban on federal funding for syringe exchange programs. Community AIDS and Hepatitis Prevention Act, H.R. 179, 111th Cong. (2009) (as referred to the H.R. Comm. on Energy & Commerce, Jan. 6, 2009).

\textsuperscript{57} \textsc{Cal. Health & Safety Code} § 11364 (West 2001).

are safe, well lit, clean, and open twenty-four hours per day.\textsuperscript{59}
On the contrary, the percentage of drug-injecting people that have the AIDS virus in our country is about \textit{thirty-five percent!}\textsuperscript{60}
This is a crime by our government against its own people, and we must take it upon ourselves to see that it is not perpetuated!

\textbf{C. Drug Treatment}

In June of 1994, the RAND Corporation released a study that found that taxpayers get a full \textit{seven times} more value for their tax money with drug treatment than they do for incarceration, even for heavy-using drug-addicted people.\textsuperscript{61}
Where are the headlines? Are we not interested in getting more “bang for our taxpayer buck?” If so, we should demand that we take non-violent drug-addicted people out of jail and place them into drug treatment programs!

To some degree, California’s Proposition 36 (Prop. 36) has done this by diverting non-violent drug users out of the criminal justice system and into treatment, which is a positive result.\textsuperscript{62}
But there is a trap in this program. As stated above, the people who use these drugs without causing harm to anyone but themselves should not be in the criminal justice system to begin with. And, although they must go through a mild treatment program to take advantage of the provisions of Prop. 36, for the most part these people are able to get out of the system without a criminal conviction. But, unfortunately, if people are drug-addicted, Prop. 36 will usually not work. The reason for this is that the treatment programs under Prop. 36 are not intensive enough to meet these people’s needs. As a result, they will be brought back into court when they fail, and eventually they will be sentenced to longer amounts of incarceration than they would have, had they simply been sentenced right away for their original offense.

In contrast, rigorous drug treatment programs do work. For example, Donovan State Prison in San Diego County has a great but small treatment program for its drug-addicted inmates. This program emphasizes basic life skills such as anger management, job skills, parenting, overall health considerations, individual

\textsuperscript{60} Stolberg, supra note 53.
accountability for one’s actions, and an honest assessment of the risks and benefits of using drugs. Importantly, the program also furnishes access to a support group once the graduates have been released from prison on parole.

The results of this program are strongly encouraging. Only sixteen percent of the drug-addicted inmates who successfully completed the program were arrested within a year of their release, as opposed to sixty-five percent of similar inmates who had not taken the program.63

Drug Court programs also work. In fact, Drug Courts are a positive revolution in our nation’s court system. The reason is that these programs force judges, prosecutors, and police officers to treat drug-addicted people as people. Once the court officials and police officers begin to work with drug-addicted defendants, they are no longer thought of as “hypes,” “junkies,” “dirt bags,” or even simply as statistics. Instead, the defendants are seen as real people who have the same desires, needs, and failings as all of the rest of us. Of course, the drug-addicted defendants must be and are held accountable for their actions, but their failures cause noticeable disappointment to the Drug Court staff. This disappointment then often turns into encouragement for the future, and when combined with continued individual accountability, drug testing, anger management classes, and similar programs, they actually help the defendants eventually to succeed.64

Unfortunately, Drug Courts are quite labor intensive for the judges, staffs, probation officers, attorneys, and everyone else. That is certainly not a reason for them not to continue, but in my view we should use them exclusively for the problem drug users that are causing so much harm and grief to society, instead of using those scarce resources for drug users who are not inflicting harm upon other people.

D. Drug Legalization

Many people use the term “drug legalization” without understanding what the term actually means. When you think of drug legalization, think of aspirin. This drug can be purchased either in brand names or generically in whatever quantity one wishes. The prices are set by the free market, the product can be advertised freely, and there are no age restrictions for the

purchasers. As such, no one I know wants presently illicit drugs to be “legalized” like aspirin. And that certainly includes me.

Nevertheless, in my view, which has been derived from my involvement with the criminal justice system for more than three decades, even this approach would be far superior to what we are doing now. To further emphasize this point, I once heard of a survey that asked one hundred people that if cocaine were to be legalized, would they themselves try it. Only about eight of the people responded that they might do so. The survey then asked them how many other people they thought would use cocaine if it were to be legalized, and they said about eighty. It was almost as if all of those people were standing in a circle and pointing to the person on their right.

The fact is that some people who are now deterred from using these drugs because they are illegal might indeed experiment with some of them if the policy were to be changed. But when it comes down to it, we could bless these presently illicit drugs by every religious leader in sight and give them away for free on every street corner, and I would still not jam cocaine up my nose—and neither would most other people. And most of the people who would try them are probably using them already. So, under no circumstances, regardless of what policy we adopt, will we ever become a “nation of zombies,” as the drug prohibitionists continue to claim. In fact, that argument is downright silly and even insulting.

E. Drug Criminalization

In 1976, after recognizing that a ban upon any illicit drugs was futile, Holland adopted a program of the non-enforcement of their drug laws for small-scale transactions. But they combined this policy with programs to bring drug users who were harming themselves closer to the social workers and medical professionals that could help them. In taking these steps, the government of Holland recognized that harm would necessarily come due to the presence of these sometimes dangerous drugs in their communities. So they took steps to reduce that harm, and eventually called their approach programs of “harm reduction.” Of course, they continued to prosecute anyone whose actions caused harm to others.
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Among other things, this approach resulted in coffee shops being established in communities, controlled only by zoning laws, in which people of sixteen years of age or older could buy coffee, tea, and sandwiches, but also marijuana and hashish.\(^\text{69}\) The police were completely aware of what was happening, but as long as everyone stayed within the widely known age and quantity restrictions, the police were instructed \textit{in writing} to leave them alone.\(^\text{70}\) If anyone provided hard drugs to the patrons, with great fanfare, the police would close them down.\(^\text{71}\) As a result, after a few years the Dutch had only about half of the marijuana usage in their country per capita than we did here in our country, both for adults and for teenagers! In a press conference, Eddy Engelsman, the former Dutch Drug Czar, explained the reason for this success by saying that they “succeeded in making pot boring.”\(^\text{72}\) Of course, by making marijuana illegal in our country, we do the exact opposite by glamorizing its usage, and by establishing an appreciable profit motive for sellers to entice people to try it.

Holland has similar policies for the harder drugs as well—and they are working. For example, between 1979 and 1994, the percentage of people in Holland between twelve and twenty-two years of age who were using harder drugs went down from 15 percent to 2.5 percent.\(^\text{73}\) In a similar fashion, the percentage of adults in Amsterdam who had used cocaine within the last year in 1987 was only 1.7 percent, whereas 6 percent of the adults in New York City in that year acknowledged they had used cocaine \textit{within the last six months}.\(^\text{74}\)

Holland does have one problem that deeply concerns the government, which is that Holland is a small country, and many of the people who use and abuse drugs in Holland are foreigners who come over there “to have a good time.”\(^\text{75}\) I agree that this is a problem, and have no suggested answer. But if we were to adopt Holland’s policies, we would not have that problem, since our country is so much larger.

Even more noteworthy is the fact that in 2001, Portugal decriminalized all drugs by officially abolishing all criminal
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penalties for their possession and use. It did so because during the 1990s Portugal had seen an alarming increase of drug use and even addiction, as well as the pathologies that can accompany them. So a national commission of apolitical experts was convened to answer the question of how best to limit drug usage and drug addiction, and the eventual recommendation was to encourage drug treatment administratively instead of punish it through the criminal justice system.76

According to the commission, the reason for this recommendation was basically twofold. First, criminalization had created a barrier between the government and its people, such that many people learned to fear the government, and therefore took their drug involvement “underground.” This, of course, also kept them from seeking drug treatment from the medical professionals who were able to help them. Second, once drug possession and usage were no longer crimes, large amounts of government monies that were previously used for investigations, prosecutions, and jails were freed up to be used for meaningful drug treatment.77

The CATO Institute published a paper that studied Portugal’s experience for the first seven years under this new approach. After two years of research, it reported that “illegal drug use among teens in Portugal declined and rates of new HIV infections caused by the sharing of dirty needles dropped, while the number of people seeking treatment for drug addiction more than doubled.”78

According to Glenn Greenwald, who conducted the research for the study, this policy change “enabled the Portuguese government to manage and control the drug problem far better than virtually every other Western country does.”79 For example, Portugal now has the lowest rate of lifetime marijuana use in the European Union for people over fifteen years of age, which is ten percent.80 In the meantime, the number of people over twelve in the United States who have used marijuana in their lifetime is 39.8 percent.81 Furthermore, more people today in the United
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80 GREENWALD, supra note 76, at 21; Szalavitz, supra note 76.
81 Szalavitz, supra note 76.
States per capita have used cocaine than people in Portugal have used marijuana. In addition, significantly more than twice as many people in Portugal were on methadone and similar treatment programs at the time of the study than before the policy change began, and the number of illegal drug-related deaths was also reduced by more than half.

This change of policy by Portugal shows that the speculation by some people that changing away from a punitive approach would “open the floodgates” to greater drug usage, death, and crime has no basis in fact. Not only did the explosion of drug usage not materialize, the facts actually show that the opposite was seen to occur.

F. Medicalization

Switzerland has a problem that few countries in the world unfortunately share: since they are economically quite well off, their cities do not have the “down and out” areas that other countries have. But they do have heroin addicts, and their affluence makes their addicts a lot harder to hide. So, in the middle 1990s, Switzerland adopted a three-year pilot program that put a staff consisting of a medical doctor, a registered nurse, and a social worker in clinics in eight of their cities. Then, these professionals were instructed to seek out the heroin-addicted people, and take them to the clinics.

What did they do next? The same thing that you or I would do, they tried to interest them in drug treatment. But it is a fact of life that most addicts either do not want to get off their drugs, or do not feel that they can. In those situations, the addicts were told that if they qualified in three areas, they could be placed on a program that would make their lives far less dangerous. The areas were: 1) they were at least twenty-two years old and had failed traditional treatment at least twice; 2) they actually were addicted to heroin; and 3) they were and would remain crime free. If they qualified, they would be given a prescription for heroin that could be filled at pharmaceutical prices.

Now, as we discussed before, none of these drugs are expensive. The only reason they cost so much today is that they
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are illegal. As a result, even the heaviest-using addicts can purchase their supply for no more than the equivalent of ten dollars per day at a pharmacy. If they cannot afford even that amount, the supply is subsidized, but that seldom is the situation.\textsuperscript{86} Then, the addicts can use the heroin and a clean needle under medical supervision.

The Minister of Health for the country held a press conference less than a year after the program began and said that they were not going to wait the full three years to institute some changes.\textsuperscript{87} Instead they were going to expand the program to all twenty cities in the country right away.\textsuperscript{88} What caused that change were the tremendously positive results they were seeing.

The first thing they found was that crime in the neighborhoods surrounding the clinics had dropped substantially.\textsuperscript{89} This is because drug-addicted people turn to burglaries, purse-snatchings, check offenses, and similar street crimes in order to support their habit. But these people knew they would be off the program if they were even arrested for an offense, which would put them back into the “hustle” to find the money to support their habits and force them to once again deal with their suppliers. Thus, as a result of program, they chose to stay away from crime. In fact, the merchants in the neighborhoods experienced a seven-fold decrease in shoplifting, which certainly pleased the merchants.\textsuperscript{90}

The second thing they found was that there was appreciably less drug-usage in the neighborhoods surrounding the clinics as well.\textsuperscript{91} In fairness, the drug-addicted people on the program were probably using more drugs now than they had before, due to the lower cost and steady supply. So how did this program actually reduce drug use? Upon analysis, in addition to burglaries, etc., drug-addicted people also invariably gather larger amounts of their drugs and sell them to others in order to support their habit. But since they know that if they are even arrested they
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will be off the program, fewer of them are selling the drugs, which directly results in fewer people using the drugs in the communities.

Now, regardless of what a person might think of a program of this kind, certainly everyone would agree that reducing crime and drug usage in the communities would be positive things. And this program did not at all result in an “orgy” of heroin usage by the participants. The reason was that in every case the medical doctors would screen the addicted people to see what their standard usage amount was. Then the amount of heroin they received was calculated such that it would not be enough to give them that temporary “kick” or euphoria, but it was enough to keep them from going into heroin withdrawal. In effect, the dosages would maintain them at their current level, which led to the programs being called Heroin Maintenance Programs.

The third thing they found was a fifty percent increase in employment for the participants. Soon, many of the participants were able to support themselves and their families, get off welfare, pay their taxes, and stop being a drain on society. The fourth thing was that the health of the participants began noticeably to improve due to their working relationship with the medical staff. Not only were they injecting the drugs less dangerously and not being harmed by unknown strengths and purity of their drugs, but their other medical problems were also being addressed. This also resulted in most of the participants being more functional, and also less of a drain on government resources. The final thing they noticed was that the participants were coming to the medical staff in much higher numbers and requesting to take the next step and get into a program of drug treatment.
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With those results, the Swiss government has made the programs permanent until the year 2014 in all twenty cities in the country. Nevertheless, some “moralizers” in Switzerland sponsored a national plebiscite in 1992 called Youth Without Drugs, which resolved to terminate these programs. They complained that the government had become the “pusher” of illicit drugs, but the Swiss cabinet and most of the Parliament opposed this measure, and it actually failed by more than seventy percent of the votes. This happened not because the Swiss are tolerant of the usage of heroin or because they do not love their children. Instead, the Swiss voted this way because they chose to manage the problems instead of moralize about them, and they saw that this was a program that was working.

There is no legitimate reason why we should not have similar programs in every town and city in our country.

G. Strictly Regulated and Controlled Distribution

The best way to reduce the drug money harm outlined above is to deprive the illegal growers, manufacturers, and sellers of their market by utilizing a program of strictly regulated and controlled distribution of drugs for adults. We could begin with allowing adults to purchase marijuana, heroin, and cocaine, or maybe just marijuana, at government package stores. Then, we could assess the results and determine if that approach should later be expanded to other drugs, or not.

The drugs could easily be grown and packaged on low-bid government contracts by pharmaceutical or tobacco companies, or any other reputable company. The package stores could be staffed on similar low-bid contracts as well. All the drugs would have to be of good quality, but otherwise they would be sold in plain brown packaging with a warning label and information about where to go for drug treatment. No brand names and no advertising of any kind would be allowed. Since the government would own the product, there would not be any First Amendment problems in eliminating the advertising. If anyone bought, possessed, or used drugs from any source other than the package stores they would still be prosecuted, as would anyone who furnished these drugs in any fashion to children.
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The prices of the drugs would be set just slightly below where an illegal dealer could stay in the market. Since the illegal growers, manufacturers, and sellers would not be able to compete with the government’s price, the market would drive them out of business. And, of course, if they tried they would still be prosecuted. Furthermore, the problems with users harming themselves by taking drugs with unknown purity and strengths would virtually be eliminated, which would save many lives, and much suffering and expense.

Realistically, under a program of this kind, drug usage by adults would certainly increase—for at least six months, and maybe even a year or longer. But, eventually, it would probably begin to decrease, or at least change. Under today’s system, many people—whose drug of choice really is marijuana now—are actually coerced into taking harder drugs because it is so much easier to detect and test for marijuana usage than for the harder drugs. So those users would probably revert back to marijuana. In addition, since much of the purchase price of the drugs would be in the form of a tax that would be used for honest education and drug treatment, more people would be guided and helped away from harmful drug usage, just like in Portugal. And, since the private profit motive and the glamour of taking illegal drugs would be reduced, fewer users would be enticed into the market in the first place, just like in Holland.

No one can design a perfect system, but this one would go a long way in reducing the overall harms to society. One of the benefits would be that it would bring drug abusers closer to the health professionals who could help them. Another benefit would be that the criminal justice system could re-focus its resources on other offenses such as burglaries, homicides, identity theft, criminal fraud, and otherwise holding people accountable for their actions, whether the offenders were under the influence of mind-altering and sometimes-addicting drugs or not. Furthermore, this approach would take away the billions of dollars from the illicit market that are now fueling violence, graft, and corruption, and destabilizing the safety, freedom, and ways of life of good and law-abiding people all around the world.

H. Federalism

Surprisingly, the best option for our country to utilize is almost never discussed. Our great country was founded upon the concept of federalism. That means that each state should be at liberty to take the approach it believes would best serve its own people. That is actually what we did when we finally came to our senses and repealed Alcohol Prohibition. At that time we did not
say that the individual states had to make alcohol available to their people. Instead, the power of the federal government was simply restricted to assisting each state in enforcing its chosen laws.

If we were to re-adopt this policy, we would in effect have fifty “crucibles of democracy.” If a program seemed to be working well in one state, that program might be fine-tuned a little bit, but otherwise it would probably be left alone. If another state tried a program that did not work well, its government would probably look around and learn from the experience of other states and try something else that appeared to be more promising. To most of us it is starkly obvious that the federal government does not have all of the answers. So I strongly suggest that we revert back to one of the strong legacies we received from our Founding Fathers, and re-employ the concept of federalism.

III. IN CONCLUSION: WINNERS, LOSERS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In any policy there are always some winners and some losers. That is true for our policies in education and health care, and it certainly is true in the field of drug policy as well. So ask yourself: Who is winning today with our policy of Drug Prohibition? I have six groups of winners.

The first group that is winning is obviously the big-time drug dealers here and all around the world. They are literally making hundreds of millions of dollars each year (tax free), and they are laughing at us as they pocket this money.

The second group is juvenile youth gangs and other hoodlums whose antisocial and criminal acts are primarily funded by the sale of illicit drugs.

The third group that is winning is the people in government that are being paid large tax dollars to fight against the first two groups. Their bureaucracy, funding, and power continue to increase. In fact, what we have is an amazing partnership of the “good guys” and the “bad guys” because they both have a vested interest in the perpetuation of the status quo. But, may I say strongly here that I do not at all blame law enforcement for the problems we are facing in these areas. They have a dangerous job, and they are doing it far better than we have a right to expect. The failure of Drug Prohibition is no more the fault of today’s law enforcement than was the failure of Alcohol Prohibition the fault of people like Elliott Ness. The problem is that our drug policy has failed, not law enforcement.
The fourth group is the politicians who get elected and re-elected by “talking tough” on drugs. Not smart, just tough. But this really is our doing, because if the votes were seen to be in favor of being managers of the problems instead of moralists, politicians would get in front and lead the charge for change. Politicians will always follow where the votes are.

The fifth group is comprised of people in the private sector that make money because of increased crime. That includes people who build prisons and those who staff them. As you probably know, the prison guard’s union is the strongest lobbying group in California and most other states today, and these people are certainly winning. Other people in this group are those who sell such things as burglar alarm equipment and security services.

The sixth group that is winning is the terrorists. There will always be radical and extremist people in the world who want to do harm to others who are good and law-abiding. But they will be far less dangerous if their funding is taken away. And make no mistake, Drug Prohibition is the primary source of funding for all of the terrorists of the world. In fact, our policy of Drug Prohibition is the “Golden Goose” of terrorism.

Who is losing under this policy? Virtually everyone else—particularly our children, as we have shown, as well as the taxpayers. So now that we have discussed this critical issue in some detail, I will end this discussion by giving you four suggestions regarding what we as concerned citizens should do right now.

First, we should institute programs of Needle-Exchange wherever injecting drug-addicted people are found.

Second, we should institute drug maintenance programs in every town and city in which there is a need, under the guidance of medical professionals instead of police officers. Furthermore, we should not hide these programs from our children; we should actually take them there. The drug-addicted people will tell our children the truth, which is that they would give anything not to have started down this path. That will be honest education that our children will understand and from which they will learn.

Third, we should institute programs of honest education. Our children easily recognize deception and hypocrisy.
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Obviously, there are some benefits in taking these presently illicit drugs, because if there were not, no one would take them. Of course, there are definite and important risks as well, and our children will make much better decisions if they are exposed to an honest appraisal of both the benefits as well as the risks.

Fourth, we should treat marijuana like alcohol. There would be six primary results of this change. The first five are demonstratively positive, and then we can discuss the sixth. First, taxpayers in California, for example, would save hundreds of millions of dollars that are now being spent in a futile attempt to eradicate marijuana and prosecute and incarcerate non-violent marijuana users. And, as discussed earlier, marijuana is now the largest cash crop in California, so clearly we are not very effective at eradicating the stuff. Second, we could tax it, and generate at least $1.3 billion per year in California alone.\textsuperscript{105}

But the third benefit would trump the first two because, as we discussed earlier, this change would result in marijuana actually being less available for our children than it is today. Fourth, we would eliminate the emotional and sometimes tragic problems with the entire medical marijuana issue. And fifth, we could restore the traditionally useful and lucrative hemp industry.

With regard to the sixth result, in order to run more strongly the illicit dealers out of business, the cost of the drug would have to be reduced—in fact, it would probably be required to be cut in half, with taxes included. Therefore, it is fundamental economics that if the demand increases or even remains the same, and the price is lowered, usage would be increased. However, we would soon probably experience the same phenomenon as Holland, and, by “making pot boring,” the usage of marijuana would, within a few years, go back to where it is today, or maybe even less.

Throughout my entire involvement in recommending that we change away from our present so-called War on Drugs, there has been no question in my mind that some day we will change our policy. I do not know when, and I do not know to what, but the change certainly will occur. And, after these changes do occur, I guarantee that all of us will stand up as one and look at each other in amazement that we could have allowed such a failed and hopeless policy to have been enforced for such a long period of time. So, the sooner you help us to make these changes, the better the entire world will be.